
CROWNELIUS CAW – Mutant Crow
Real Name: Subject 10321-C568 ("Rodion")

Alignment: Anarchist

Attributes: I.Q. 16, M.E. 15, M.A. 13, P.S. 15, P.P. 15, P.E. 19, P.B. 10, Spd. 27

Age: 19 Sex: Male

Size Level: 7 Weight: 96 lbs. Height: 5' 1”

Hit Points: 34 S.D.C.: 52 A.R.: 9 (soft leather jacket: S.D.C. 20)

Disposition: Aloof, independent, shrewd, informal, and outspoken. He is distrustful of humans. He cannot 

forgive those that tortured and scarred him – his Soviet creators. He fears they will find him on this new earth.

Human Features:  Hands – Full (extra limbs), Biped – Full, Speech – Full, Looks – None.

Powers: Flight (160 mph)

Psionics: None

Level of Experience: 3rd Level Mutant Animal

Level of Education: No formal education, illiterate

Scholastic Bonus: None

Occupation: Inter-dimensional refugee/fugitive

Scholastic Skills:

Escape Artist  43%

Language: Russian 93%

Language: English 68%

Surveillance Systems 73%

Natural Weapons: None

Weapon Proficiencies:

W.P. Automatic Pistol +3 to Strike (Aimed), +1 to Strike (Burst)

W.P. Rifle/Shotgun +3 to Strike (Aimed)

Secondary Skills:

Athletics (General)

Climbing 69% / 43%

Electronics: Basic 53%

Hand to Hand Basic

Prowl 57%

Running

Wilderness Survival 53%

Combat Skills: 

Attacks Per Melee: 4

Bonuses: +3 to Roll with punch or fall, +2 to pull punch, +3 to parry/dodge, +1 to strike with a body block/tackle

Other Bonuses: +3% I.Q. Bonus, 45% trust/intimidate, +8% to save vs. coma/death, +2 to save vs. 

poisons/magic, 25% charm/impress

Combat Info: Punch 1D4, kick attack 1D8, snap kick 1D6, body block/tackle 1D4, shotgun 5D6, pistol 2D6

Personal Profile: Crownelius Caw originated from another dimension. His world (Earth-115) was dominated by 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. During the cold war, the USSR experimented with animal modification 

and enhancement. It was the Soviet geneticist, Dr. Onanin Valentinovich Karazamov, who discovered how to 

successfully modify the genetics of animals and clone them. He was able to create functioning, living animal 



creatures that had the semblance of men (and women). This process became known as the Karazamov 

Procedure. The procedure was replicated across the USSR and her many satellite states. The USSR now had 

half men, half animal soldiers bred for war. It was with these mutants that the USSR was able to dominate the 

planet. The mutant animals were considered to be a disposable resource easily replaced by the next generation.

His initial confinement was in a small cage. He was

called Subject 10321-C568. One of the scientists gave

him the nickname of Rodion. Rodion barely had room

to stretch out his wings, let alone fly. There were

thousands of cages in multiple facilities across the

world. The human scientists and handlers treated the

mutant animals no better than caged, mindless

beasts. 

Then the training began. The mutant animals were

trained as ruthless soldiers that followed any order

given. Their loyalty were absolute. Their human

scientists and handlers treated them without

compassion or pity. Failure (either physically or

mentally... like questioning orders) was punished by

death. The Soviet scientists had the furnaces running

day in and day out.

Rodion knew he had to escape this captivity. He

had no desire to be a pawn of any human. He plotted an escape with three other mutant animals – Tikhon (a 

mutant rabbit), Arkadi (a mutant squirrel), and Orina (a female mutant crow). They took advantage of the facility's

sloppy security and escaped their cages. As the four roamed the facility grounds, they ducked into an unknown 

lab to avoid being seen by approaching guards. 

To their surprise, the lab that they entered was conducting dimensional travel research. The room began to 

spin as he and his comrades screamed with terror. The room dissolved and they found themselves floating in a 

multi-colour vortex. They were all still screaming, but there was no sound. Tikhon and Arkadi's silent screams 

were cut short as they were devoured by strange beasts that seem to prowl in the dimensional vortex.

Orina suddenly disappeared as a portal opened in front of her. Rodion tried to reach for her but he found 

himself falling through his own portal. He found himself on a different earth (Earth-008). He skulked around 

civilization for a while as he got his bearings on this new earth. Since he was on a new earth, he decided to give 

himself a new name – Crownelius Caw. His old name and the world that it came from were now dead to him. 

Crownelius soon allied himself with other dimensional displaced mutant animals (and one mutant human). 

Together they called themselves the Outcasts.

Money: $50 in cash ($250 in uncut gemstones)

Weapons: Model 37M Ithica shotgun, Browning GP 35 9mm automatic pistol

Vehicles and Other Equipment: Night sight goggles (scavenged; rough condition), binoculars, soft leather 

jacket.


